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JOIN THE MILLIONS WHO HAVE DISCOVERED THE LIGHTFear not for your war-stricken,

poverty-ridden planet: help is on the way. The Illuminati's path for humanity - our Universal

Design - has spanned centuries to safeguard the human species from extinction. For the first

time in history, the Illuminati has broken its silence with Illuminatiam: a testament of this

planet's future, wisdom previously available only to elite members, and your life's guide to all

that is ahead.Learn of the power that gives authority to kings and queens but lives hidden

inside every human. Join the thousands of people from all walks of life who've committed

themselves to the betterment of the human species as a whole - Christians, Muslims, Atheists,

Hindus, Buddhists, and believers of all kinds. Illuminatiam introduces time-tested mental

processes that many attribute to increasing wealth, overcoming hardships, and finding

happiness. In this book, you will read:Revelations about the Illuminati's role in history,Decades-

old secrets of power and prosperity,How to join the Illuminati in the coming age,Your true

purpose in this world.Humanity's age of War is finally nearing its end. A new dawn awaits to

usher in a society where all people in all places can live in Abundance.Fear not for the bursting

sounds that echo across your red horizons. We are always watching out for you.Chapters:The

Age Of IlluminatiamThe White RoomMethods Of Mind ControlHow You Are WatchedThe Need

For HardshipsThe Secret Of PowerThe Future Of This PlanetThe God ConundrumHow To Join

The IlluminatiA Beacon For The LightFinding PurposeIncludes answers to common

questions:How can I join the Illuminati?How do I contact the Illuminati?Does the Illuminati

worship Satan or God?Must I sacrifice a human or animal to join?Is there an Illuminati

membership fee?What are the Illuminati's membership levels?How can I show loyalty to the

Illuminati?

"No matter what walk of life you come from, you will find shelter in the light that this book

provides."- Aett Heimdallrsson "This is an outstanding work [...] My belief in their principles has

been of benefit to me in both my personal life, and my fortune 500 company management life."-

Darrell Newcomb "I had every intention of writing a scathing review, tearing down every point I

could about the book. [...] Now, through highlighting passages, studying, and re-reading the

text, a truth I've always felt but had never before been evident has now become clear."- Mark

Everett Jordan --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverWe are always

watchingout for you. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorThe Illuminati is

an elite collective of leaders, business authorities, and other influential members of this planet.

The organization unites superiors of the world in an unrestrictive and private domain--free of

political, religious, and geographical boundaries--to further the prosperity of the human species

as a whole. Illuminatiam encompasses all public aspects of the Illuminati's communications

and citizen outreach. Through various programs and initiatives, followers of Illuminatiam

discover their roles in the Illuminati's universal objectives. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.Read more
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ILLUMINATIAM: The First Testament Of The IlluminatiDigital EditionCopyright © 2015

IlluminatiamAll rights reserved, including the right to reproduce, upload, or translate this book

in any form. For more information, contact books@illuminatiam.comThe authors of this book do

not dispense medical or financial advice nor prescribe the use of any technique as a form of

treatment for physical, emotional, financial, or medical problems without the advice of a

physician or advisor. In the event you use any of the information in this text, the authors and the

publishers assume no responsibility for your actions. First Edition: January 2015First Digital

Edition: April 2016Digital AdvisoryIf you downloaded this book as a PDF file, its authenticity

cannot be verified. Many online versions of this book have been altered from the original and

may be missing important pages or chapters. To ensure the authenticity of your edition, only

download this book through the link below:Changes From Print EditionWhile every effort has

been made to faithfully reproduce this book in digital form, certain pages and illustrations are

only available in the printed edition. To obtain a copy of this book in print, visit:The Age Of

IlluminatiamThe White RoomMethods Of Mind ControlHow You Are WatchedThe Need For

HardshipsThe Secret Of PowerThe Future Of This PlanetThe God ConundrumHow To Join

The IlluminatiA Beacon For The LightFinding PurposeANSWERS TO COMMON

QUESTIONSWhat does the Illuminati's symbol stand for?Does the Illuminati worship Satan or

God?What is the Illuminati Talisman?Does the Illuminati charge a membership fee?Must I

sacrifice a human or animal to join the Illuminati?What are the Illuminati's ranks?How can I

show my loyalty to the Illuminati?—Join The IlluminatiIlluminationsCHAPTER ONETHE AGE

OF ILLUMINATIAMWelcome. The Illuminati holds you, a citizen of our shared planet, in the

highest esteem.You may not realize it yet but you have been led here by design, even though

you arrived by your own free will. You were not shown a symbol in the sky nor did you hear a

magnified voice that caused the ground beneath you to tremble, demanding you read the

words written in this testament. You followed your own life's journey to find your way here —

never suspecting that the map you relied upon was drawn by us.The Illuminati is an elite

organization of world leaders, business authorities, innovators, artists, and other influential

members of this planet. Our coalition unites influencers of the world in an unrestrictive domain

— free of political, religious, and geographical boundaries — to further the prosperity of the

human species as a whole. To operate in humanity's best interest, our authority supersedes

that of individual governments, making decisions that your queens, presidents, emperors, and

other leaders may be unable to decree on their own, but are required to carry out. You will not

find us praised in any history book or document, though the Illuminati has helped shape every

major movement on this planet since the first human government was established. The

Illuminati's purpose is to secure the ongoing survival of the human species. Like all organisms,

the human species naturally strives against extinction. Though your countries have borders

and your languages have barriers, all people in all places are members of the same biological

family. All humans are pieces of a collective that keeps humanity in existence. Though you are

merely a speck on the back of a grain of sand when compared to the vast number of humans

born and decomposed for millennia, you are as important to your species' survival as the

greatest kings and queens. If every human of Earth was suddenly exterminated at once,

sparing only two beggars, they would each be owners of half a planet, and the only hopes left

for humanity's future. If only all humans understood their importance in the grand scale of

survival. If only all humans could see that barriers between belief or geography or skin are of

no importance to the perpetuation of their species. If only all humans saw themselves as tiny



but uniquely important pieces of our Universal Design. But by nature, the human is affected by

instinct, emotion, and imbalance. A human will turn on one of its own species for reasons that

will never matter in a thousand years, and likely not matter in even a hundred or ten. While you

have seen the Light in the distance and chosen to follow it — even if from mere curiosity —

there are millions more whose backs are turned against its glow.Freedom is an idol of the

human species. The Illuminati operates in defense of you and all humans, in all places, and of

all generations. Our duty to this planet has spanned across centuries and survived even the

most established government entities. But the cultivation of trillions of human lives is a daunting

responsibility, and while the human would not exist today without our protection, many

uninformed masses mistake our guidance for a restriction of liberty. Every human desires to be

free of oppression, free of hardship, free of poverty, free of hunger, free of rules and laws —

but as you understand, the nature of your species leaves true freedom impossible. Are you free

to murder? Are you free to steal? Are others free to murder and steal from you? Or are there

certain freedoms that must be given up for the benefit of all?For happiness, the human desires

freedom; for prosperity, the human requires leadership. This is the reason behind our

anonymity. To continue functioning throughout societal changes and generational differences,

the Illuminati must remain behind the curtain — an outsider, belonging to none and loyal to

all. You may never understand how your life can be free while guided by our organization. You

may never fully comprehend our purpose and why you are safest and happiest with us. Simply

open your mind and release your apprehensions, and you will find the relief of truth. We will

never take your hand and pull you down the path like a slave to our whims. You must find and

travel the road on your own. But your quality of life is our greatest concern and the reason our

symbols are placed in your society as a map for you to follow if you desire. Our symbols

permeate human society as subtle directions to the truth.Many of your fellow humans have

noticed our symbology in artwork, architecture, and visual media. Such displays of loyalty are

highly appreciated. However our symbols are not placed in your world for our own glorification,

but instead serve as gentle instructions for those who look up from the rocks of Earth and

choose to follow the Light.Perhaps it was one of these directions that brought you here, or

maybe a hundred of them scattered throughout your streets and buildings and glowing screens

since your childhood. An invisible chain reaction of events in your life, paired with similar events

in the lives of those around you, have all fallen in perfect place like the toppling of countless

dominoes that meet in the center. While you pushed the dominos, it was us who laid them in a

line. Your life's journey has led you to this moment. Hope is in the distance. The age of War is

coming to an end. Terrors that have plagued humanity for millennia will soon be obsolete and

forgotten. Every year is a thread in a rich and glorious tapestry that is approaching its

completion. Your ancestors lived through the darkness of night, but your descendants will live

in the Abundance of the new dawn.This book is your guide: the first testament of the coming

age of Illuminatiam. It is order amidst a world of chaos — a candle for all who travel the path as

the night reaches its darkest point. It is a promise that even as you bear every hardship that

slams against you like gusts of wind fighting to turn you around, every step forward brings you

closer to the joy of Abundance. We invite you to discover more about our organization and to

understand your role in this planetary union. Answers to many of your questions are contained

in these pages: our methods, our developing technologies, our beliefs, our plans for this

planet's future, and the root of our authority. In creating this book, we hope to alleviate the

concerns voiced by your people and provide insight into our plan for the human species. While

our daily operations must remain confidential for your safety, we strive to create a better

understanding between us and those we have been entrusted to protect. This book contains



truths about your world.Before you read any further, you must understand with greatest

severity that everything inside this book is either true or cannot be safely divulged at this time.

Some details have been altered to protect our members. Choosing whether or not to believe is

your freedom. Some might ask: why would a global organization relinquish their hold upon their

deepest secrets in such a public manner? Why risk turning a population against us when

secrecy has served so well?Because our enemies will do nothing. The things you will read

have been in effect for decades. Anyone who reads this book as a means to subvert our

authority will find their scheme to be futile. The components are so deeply established in your

society, there is nothing anyone could do to change them even if they tried. Not even the

world's most powerful leaders can alter planetary law. Approach this book with a mind that is

open for revelation. To truly comprehend what you are about to read, you must empty yourself

of all preconceived ideas, clear your subconscious of every notion you might have about the

world around you, and prepare to accept new ideas you might never have considered to be

true. However, the majority of those who read this book will do nothing. Most will dismiss it. Few

will finish it, and many of those who do will discard it immediately after. In fact, we are so

certain of our influence over your mind — and the media we have bombarded it with since

before your conception — that we haven't the slightest fear of our enemies using any of these

pages against us.

Illuminatiam: The First Testament Of The Illuminati, Illuminations: Wisdom From This Planet's

Greatest Minds, The Illuminati Handbook – The Path of Illumination and Ascension: The

Testament of the Mystical Order and The Secret Teachings that Make them Great, 50 Laws of

Power of the Illuminati: A Guide to the Secrets Habits Metaphysics and Spiritual Strategies of

Highly Effective Successful People (Illuminati Millionaire Mind Power), The Illuminati: The

Secret Society That Hijacked the World, The Illuminati Secret Laws of Money - The Wealth

Mindset Manifesto: The Life Changing Magic and Habits of Spiritual Mastery (First), Luciferian

Order: To Know, Dare, Will and Keep Silent, UNLOCKING THE DREAM VISION: The secret

history of creation, The Illuminati, The Illuminati's Greatest Hits: Deception, Conspiracies,

Murders And Assassinations By The World's Most Powerful Secret Society, The Art of

Alchemy: Inner Alchemy & the Revelation of the Philosopher’s Stone (The Sacred Mystery

Book 4), The Illuminati in Hollywood: Celebrities, Conspiracies, and Secret Societies in Pop

Culture and the Entertainment Industry

EnlightenedEternally, “It all makes sense now, the Illuminati is the best of the best.. I received

this book today, and I'm loving it. Wealth is subjective, a lot of people probably just want to join

for a quick buck. I want to be financially just comfortable, but I want to be part of an

organization where there is mutual love. Where there is loyalty on both parts. Where I can be

verbally and emotionally rewarded as well. I want to live for the Illuminati and them only. I only

want to answer to them. I want to further humanity and civilization in cohesion instead of

tribalism. I want to see this planet prosper, not just financially, but as one soul and heart. I

would actually enjoy performing the duties. What people are not realizing is this is not only

about the monetary Rewards. I am an ideal candidate because I want to be part of the unity

for Humanity. I want to be part of this family, and it's the Illuminati.Just promise me, you will
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accept me with love and without judgment. This is what I seek most in life is acceptance. I'm

ready to come to you and submit to you Illuminati.  You and only you.”

Cody, “Ready For A Life Changer?. All I can say for this book is that I went into it very skeptical,

and came out of it still so. The author tells you about the "true illuminati," while obviously

leaving out critical details like locations and actual members. It's almost like telling someone

there is a God, but not actually showing them. This leads the reader to either believe by faith or

choose to be very skeptical. I remain curiously skeptical. Intrigued, even.However, this book,

along with The Second Testament, has changed my views and actions in life. I credit this book

for actually planting a seed inside of me that lead to more drive, focus and hard work than

anything else that I can think of to date. This book is good for the conspiracy theorist, although

it will just leave a firm believer of the illuminati with more questions, doubts and skepticism. I

didn't dive into this book with theories, only curiosity. It was worth it. I highly recommend this

book and any other Illuminatiam books.”

Samhain, “New Version of the Same Old Song. Re-hashed wisdom. Nothing new here, though

it has indeed been pieced together brilliantly. Much of this is self-evident. Almost all of it taught

in all religions. There are so many thirsty souls out there. And this is an adequate drinking

fountain. The problem is that if you still seek without, that which can only be aligned from

within, then you will be one more of the literally thousands who read this book then arbitrarily

decide to join this group of pseudo-magicians which have hijacked an ominous name. The truth

is always most effective when unadulterated or watered down. And at the end of the day if you

still think like sheep, expect to be sheared.It is the way of things until it is you discover that it is

you that is holding the shears.”

Joff, “Probably nonsense but somewhat comforting.. Bombarded all day every day by

propaganda? Have a read of this and convince yourself the illuminati are the good guys, you

will find yourself more optimistic than you were when you thought they were "evil".I still have no

idea where propaganda ends and truth begins (so deep down I don't believe it), but less

paranoid = happier for me!”

Captncosmos, “Use this to balance your compass amongst the chaotic and weak.. Its

impossible not to think negatively of our purpose when sheep are feasting and blissfully

ignorant, and from time-to-time we need to retain the understanding of their ignorance too, they

are sheeple and we are the lions, but sometimes these lines become blurred, sometimes we

need to rebalance our compass and be reminded of the difference between lions and sheeple

to restore our focus and goals and how the fattest sheep is a lions feast. This book is a

reassuring guide for this purpose.”

missi_mel, “Highly recommend!!. This puts the record about the Illuminati straight. Every word

in the book makes absolute sense yet you are drawn to read it again & again, the penny drops,

the lights are on!! I love it, honestly it's sat within my mind perfectly.Forget the conspiracy

videos on YouTube... Read this book!!I'm glad I found it, finally I see the Light that was there all

my life .. I just never realised until now ”

The book by Illuminatiam has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 3,384 people have provided feedback.
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